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News and Views 
Message from CMH Secretary 

Eric Elder 

 

On May 10, we had a virtual club meeting on the Discord app.  With club quorum we voted in the current 

Board members for another year.  Thanks to the members who attended. 

 

Our articles this month are supplied by Jim Rairdon and Jeff Lambert.  Jim reviews the new Sculture Z 

castings.  Jeff discusses his latest painting project involving some unique Sherman tanks. 

 

The Baker Community Center remains closed in June so we will not be having our monthly meeting in 

June.  We can continue to look forward to a future meeting. 

 

As to other hobby news, I recently found out that Testors is no longer continuing their Model Master line 

of products.  I guess this refers to all Model Master items, not just the paint. 
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New Sculpture Z castings from Museum Miniatures 
Figure Review by CMH Member 

Jim Rairdon 

 

Like everyone else I am sitting around my house; half-the-time bored to tears.  I found out something, but 

I suspect I am the last person on the planet to find this out.  Museum Miniatures has released a line of 

figures they call “Sculpture ‘Z.  

 

They have released Ancient Greek and Asian Indian figures.  The detail in these figures is incredible for 

15 mm figures. Just for the fun of it I ordered some Greek archers and some Indian/Arab horde figures 

(something for my Mongols to push out in front of their formed troops).  The figures on the website 

(https://www.museumminiatures.co.uk/) looked incredible, and I wanted to see if the actual figures 

matched up to the photographs. They do!  You should go check them out.  

 

As it says on the website when they are talking about their new releases that these are: “Classical Greek to 

dice for!!”  I just received the figures and they are wonderful coming out of the package with very little 

sprue; on the archers there was just some on the end of the bows and some knobs on the bottoms of the 

stands.  By and large they require little cleanup.  If you are interested in Classical Greeks or Asian 

Indians, I highly recommend that you check these figures out, and see you for yourself.  These are 

wonderful figures for detail, and I can only imagine how nice they will be to paint up.  My next step is to 

get them primed; they were sitting on tongue depressors now waiting to be primed.  

 

Also, this is not just a random release of a few figures.  This looks to be a relatively complete line of 

figures.  For example, for the Greeks there are heavy cavalry, medium cavalry, and light horse.  They 

have hoplite officers, hoplite command, and musicians, and many varieties of hoplites.  There are archers 

and light slingers with and without shields.  Probably everything that you would need to assemble an 

ADLG or DBx army. 

 

The Indian range appears that there is a similar amount of variety and everything from cavarly, infantry, 

archers; up to and including chariots and war elephants, which looked fantastic on the home page of the 

site there are pictures of them painted up, and they are just beautiful.  So again, check them out see what 

you think, I look forward to hearing about more figures being released by these people.   

 

If we ever get together again, I will try to bring in some painted ones.  Hopefully, somebody that paints 

better than I do can paint some up on you to see what the real potential is for these things, but they are 

gorgeous figures. 
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Historic Location of the Month 

 

Cassino, Italy 
 

The black and white image shows Monte Cassino being bombed on February 15, 1944.   The color photo 

is a Google Streetview from about the same angle in August 2014.  On March 15, 1944 the town Cassino 

(bottom of B&W photo) was completely leveled by aerial bombs and artillery.  I am currently reading the 

book The Liri Valley: Canada's World War II Breakthrough to Rome. 
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“NULLI SECUNDUS” 
My Battlefront Lockdown Project 

15mm British Sherman Squadron 
Article by CMH Member 

Jeff Lambert 

 

With the new release of the British formations for Operation Overlord from Battlefront for the Flames of 

War WWII game, I knew I would need a squadron of Shermans.  Having done a squadron already from 

my first love, the 1st Polish Armored Division, I wanted something different but still having some style 

and “panache”.  The Guards Armoured Division (“the Gods”) fits the bill, especially since they were 

active in Overlord and Market-Garden, and beyond into the invasion of the Rhineland. 

 

I have always liked the history and reputation of the Coldstream Guards, which were actually established 

before any other regiment of the British Guards but are second in the seniority system behind the 

Grenadier Guards (long story for another article).  With the seniority issue in mind, the Coldstream 

Guards adopted the motto “Nulli Secundus”, which is Latin for “Second to None”.  The Guards were 

converted from an infantry division in WWII into an armored division, and then reverted to infantry at the 

end of the war.  They played a pivotal role in the tank battles of North Africa, Italy, Normandy, and 

Holland. 

 

There were two tank brigades in the Guards Armoured Division, the 5th and 6th.  The 6th Guards Tank 

Brigade was mostly Churchill infantry tanks, while 5th Guards Tank Brigade was equipped with the latest 

medium tank equipment.  This was the American M4A4, known to the tea-sippers as the Sherman (mark 

V).  The M4A4 was a bit different from most of the other variants of Sherman-- it had a Chrysler multi-

bank engine, which welded 5 engine blocks rotationally around a common crankshaft.  This was a stopgap 

measure to address the lack of engines available in the US, and one can imagine the maintenance 

nightmares that came with such a unique arrangement.  The US Army rejected them, so they were 

designated for the Lend-Lease program and sent to the British.  Oddly, the British tankers loved them! 

 

Along with the Sherman V, the British had developed another variant, ingeniously squeezing the huge 

(and hugely effective) 17-pounder anti-tank gun into a Sherman turret, dubbing the result the “Firefly”, or 

Sherman Vc. 

 

While I was researching the Coldstream Guards and their service in the Guards Armoured Division, I 

came across yet another variant—codenamed “Tulip”.  With their experience in the Norman bocage and 

in Holland, where every hedgerow and dike hid a German anti-tank ambush, some Guardsman reasoned, 

“why wait for the RAF Typhoons to show up to blast out an enemy position, when we can just weld the 

same 60-pound rocket rails they carry to the sides of our turrets, for an instant HE bang whenever 

needed?”  So they did!  Around March of 1945, at least one squadron of the Coldstreams attached 3-inch, 

60-lb rockets to the turrets of their Shermans.  They were found to be so effective, that one captured 

German officer complained that he thought they were against the Geneva Convention!  Of course, I had to 

add at least one troop of “Tulips” to my Sherman squadron. 
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First off, the Battlefront kit for the Sherman V and Vc is really a nice model, and a pleasure to build.  I 

gathered up 15 of them, to make 3 troops of 4 tanks (3 Sherman V's and 1 Firefly) plus a HQ section of 3.  

Then I started searching for rockets, and fortunately found a reasonably priced kit for RAF Typhoons 

from Victrix, which happened to be in the correct scale for 15mm, which is 1:100.  Studying photographs 

of “Tulips”, I modified one troop using the rockets and launching rails from the Victrix kit along with 

some sheet styrene and a little carving on the plastic turrets to mount them.  Tiny parts and a little bad 

luck with the tweezers meant I used more than the eight rockets which come on the sprue for one 

Typhoon.  Oh, well there are still enough left for one Typhoon with rockets, the other two in the box will 

just have to carry bombs (included).  Let me know if you are interested in 3 Typhoons in 1:100 scale, for 

sale cheap. 

 

Then, it was time to start painting.  The British in Northern Europe tried to match the US Army's color on 

their Sherman tanks, but the formula was slightly different and tended to fade to a “bronze green” rather 

than olive drab.  “Bronze green” is not an easy color to duplicate, so I borrowed some advice from the 

interwebs and tried out some acrylic paint from Americana, which is sold (CHEAP!) at Hobby Lobby.  

The shade is called “Avocado”.  I like the results, so it is my new British color.  The procedure I use is as 

follows: 

 

Assemble the tank, and add any stowage bits like jerry cans and rolled-up canvas or ammo boxes; I used 

green stuff to add sandbags and some stowage, and some resin castings from Red Dog UK for the rest.  

Radio antennas were made from monofilament fishing line. 

 

Next, undercoat the whole model in Testor's Medium Green spray (#1911).  It's a little darker than 
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Avocado but makes a good starting point.  Then liberally “wet brush” the whole model with the Avocado 

green.  Next, paint the tracks and the tires on the road wheels Vallejo German Grey (995).  Paint the 

raised tread on the tracks Vallejo Basalt Grey (869).  Using Citadel Agrax Earthshade, wash the lower 

parts of the tank (everything beneath the fenders) and “target wash” around the raised details and into the 

cracks and crevices on the upper part.  Then paint the tools, gun barrels, stowage, etc. in the appropriate 

colors. 

 

I use Americana Hauser Medium Green to add highlights, paying attention to raised details and edges.  

After this, I dry brush the moving parts of the tracks with Vallejo Gunmetal Grey (863).  Touch-up any 

mistakes, then go on to the next step: camouflage! 

 

The British did not go for a lot of foliage (thank God!), but did use camo netting and what's called 

Hessian strips-- strips of various colors of burlap woven into the netting, sometimes so densely you can 

barely make out the netting underneath.  The camo netting is easy, I found a pack of it in the right scale 

from Pegasus Hobbies.  It comes in two colors, tan and green.  Since my method involves painting it after 

it is on, it does not matter which color you use.   

 

To apply the camo netting, cut a piece a little larger than the area you want to cover and soak it in diluted 

white glue.  Drape the wet netting where you want it and push it around to shape it and create folds.  Let it 

dry overnight.  Trim it with sharp scissors if necessary, then paint it dark brown.  When that's dry, dry 

brush it heavily with Vallejo English Uniform (921).  It is not done yet, there are some intermediate steps 

to take first. 

 

Decals need a smooth, glossy surface to stick to in order to avoid “silvering”, the white edges that show 

up where the decal film developed microscopic air bubbles underneath.  Paint some gloss varnish or 

acrylic floor polish on the areas where the decals will go.  Apply the decals, using decal solvent where 

needed.  A second coat of gloss over the dried decals is helpful, but I do not do it unless the decal is not 

conforming to the surface. 

 

At this point, I should say that I had a little trouble with the models shown in the pictures.  The only 

photos I found of the “Tulips” show one troop, in 'C' squadron of the Coldstream Guards.  The tactical 

markings for 'C' squadron in the second regiment of a brigade is a yellow circle.  The Battlefront decals 

which I used on half of my models, having run out of the ones I had stashed from previous projects, were 

a bit disappointing.  The yellow is so thin that when you put them on a green turret, they almost disappear.  

The necessity of using yellow for 'C' squadron, along with the fact that half of my tanks were already 

sporting yellow circles (which came out just fine, thank you), meant that I had to very carefully paint over 

the decals with Testor's Gloss Yellow enamel (other yellows aren't reliably opaque). 

 

If you do this, I highly recommend 12-year old Glenfiddich afterwards, not before.  Well, maybe before 

would have been easier.  What the hell, before AND after! 

 

Another trick is the white lettering and numbering on the stowage boxes at the back of the turrets.  Again, 

following the photos, I had to find a way to mark each tank except the HQ element.  I used Woodland 

Scenics dry transfer letters, rubbing them onto blank decal paper and covering them with Microscale 

Liquid Decal film which I keep on hand for the occasional exploding decal.  These needed a LOT of decal 

solvent and a shot of varnish before they agreed to settle down flat where they belonged. 

 

Now for the Hessian strips.  I checked out photos on the interwebs for examples and did not really like the 

sculpted ones which came with the stowage from Red Dog UK.  So, I created my own using thin strips of 

paper and white glue.  LOTS of thin strips of paper and white glue.  Then painted to match the photos I 
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had.  I washed them with Agrax Earth shade and highlighted some with a lighter color.  This was so 

laborious I limited myself to just two tanks with Hessian strips. 

 

Finally, I varnished with Army Painter Anti-Shine spray, two coats to help set the camo netting and 

protect the paint job with a nice matte finish.  When dry, I dry-brushed all the camo netting with Vallejo 

Yellow Green (881).  At last, 'C' Squadron of the 1st Battalion, Coldstream Guards, 5th Guards Tank 

Brigade, Guards Armoured Division is ready to do battle! 

 

As promised, pictures below. 

 

HQ Troop 
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The CO's tank 

 

 

No. 2 Troop 
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No. 2 Troop's leader, Lt. Boscawen 

 

Tank 2B 
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Tank 3C, showing the Hessian strips camouflage 
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Colorado Military Historians, Inc. 

 
Colorado Military Historians (CMH) is a non-profit organization whose 

purpose is to promote historical wargaming and the study of military history.    

Founded in 1965, CMH meets monthly on the second Sunday of the month, 

except in May when the meeting is deferred to the third Sunday.  The 

meeting starts at noon at the Baker Recreation Center, 6751 Irving Street 

(just a few blocks west of Federal Blvd), Denver, Colorado.  The club also 

hosts gaming at least one Friday night a month, called “Friday Night Fights” 

(FNF) at 7:00 p.m.  Friday meetings will be held at a future determined 

location.  See website for latest information. 

 

CMH maintains ties with numerous local, regional and national groups to 

help promote the hobby.  CMH is governed by member-elected officers 

serving on the Board of Directors (executive board).   Terms of office are 

one year, with elections held at the May meeting.   New members are 

accepted after attending three CMH functions and a vote of the membership.   

Dues are $50.00 per year, payable in January.   Members wishing to receive 

a snail-mailed newsletter subscription must pay an additional fee of $15.00 

per year.  Authors retain ownership of articles and graphics published.   

CMH reserves the right to edit or reject submissions to the newsletter. 

 
One year Adult Membership: $50.00 

Half year Adult Membership: $25.00 

(For NEW members who join after June 30) 

Family Membership: $50.00 (one Adult and any number of offspring) 

Student Membership: $25.00 (16 to 22 years old) 

Children:  free (younger than 16 accompanied by member) 

 

 

 

Club Links: 

Web Site: https://cmhweb.org/ 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/cmhgamers/ 

Groups.io Group: https://groups.io/g/cmhweb 

Discord: https://discord.gg/DAP2Gn 

 

CMH Newsletter 
 

The CMH Newsletter is a monthly 
newsletter published by the Colorado 

Military Historians.   Views expressed 

in this publication do not necessarily 
reflect those of all CMH members. 

 

Mailing Address: 
Eric Elder 

9529 Castle Ridge Cir. 

Highlands Ranch, CO  80129 
 

Phone: 303-933-4723 

 
Email: eegist@hotmail.com 

 

Editor/Layout: Eric Elder 
 

Next Issue:  July 2020 

 

2019/2020 CMH Board 

Members 
 

 

President: 
Nate Forte 

natforteg1@gmail.com 

 
Vice-President 

Jim Rairdon 

rairdon8071@comcast.net 
 

Secretary 

Eric Elder 

eegist@hotmail.com 

 

Treasurer 
Larry Irons 

 

Historian 
Doug Wildfong 

dwwild84@gmail.com 
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